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1. Introduction

Photoluminescence (PL) is a very sensitive detector for even
small numbers of defects in dielectric solids.[1,2] Whereas photo-
electron spectroscopy is limited to defect concentrations of �1%
in the near-surface region, PL can safely detect impurities

and imperfections in the 10�5–10�7 con-
centration range. Moreover, low-tempera-
ture PL provides information on the
chemical nature, charge state, and atomic
surrounding of the lattice imperfections.
Phonon replicas give further insights into
electron-vibrational coupling upon optical
excitation. A fundamental problem of PL
spectroscopy is the difficulty to link a lumi-
nescence fingerprint to a specific defect
configuration, as no direct structural infor-
mation is accessible.[3] The assignment
becomes feasible, however, if experimental
emission data are compared to theoretical
simulations performed for potential defect
candidates.[4] Respective calculations are
demanding, as they require computation
of excited electronic states, lattice relaxa-
tions, and many-particle effects to mimic
exciton and trion formation.[5] Not surpris-
ingly, correlating low-temperature PL spectra
to underlying atomic-scale defects remains
challenging and has not been accomplished
unambiguously even for prototype dielec-

trics, such as ZnO or GaN.[3,6,7]

This work deals with the unique optical response of cuprous
oxide (Cu2O).

[8] As a p-type conductor, Cu2O plays an outstand-
ing role among the binary oxides and is expected to be a main
ingredient of all-oxide electronic devices in the future.[9]

Moreover, the Cu2O bandgap of 2.15 eV locates in the middle of
the visible spectrum, rendering this material interesting for pho-
tovoltaic and photochemical applications. Even bandgap gradients
can be reproducibly fabricated by introducing gradual composi-
tion shifts from Cu2O to CuO, the latter with 1.35 eV gap
width.[10] The optical properties of Cu2O are governed by two exci-
tonic modes and their trapping behavior to lattice defects.[8,11]

Both, the singlet-para and triplet-ortho excitons are characterized
by long lifetimes, as the involved electrons and holes occupy Cu 4s
conduction and Cu 3d valence states, respectively, making a direct
optical decay parity forbidden. Radiative recombination of ortho
excitons becomes possible, however, via phonon involvement
and gives rise to a complex PL signature at �620 nm, comprising
several phonon replicas and higher-order peaks.[12–14] Moreover,
Cu2O excitons get trapped at various point defects in the oxide
lattice, whereby Cu (VCu�) and O vacancies (VO2þ, VOþ) produce
the strongest in-gap peaks at 920, 730, and 840 nm, respectively.[11]

Reported PL spectra of Cu2O single crystals and, even more, of
thin-film and powder samples exhibit a surprisingly high
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Cuprous oxide (Cu2O) crystals and films of 10–65 nm thickness are investigated
via electron diffraction, scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), and photolumi-
nescence (PL) spectroscopy at temperature between 100 to 300 K. While the
chemical composition and surface morphology of both systems are identical,
large differences are found in the optical response. Bulk Cu2O shows pronounced
PL peaks at 620, 730, and 920 nm, compatible with the radiative decay of free and
bound excitons, whereas broad and asymmetric peaks at 775 and 850 nm are
found for Cu2O films grown on Au(111) and Pt(111) supports. The latter rep-
resent the PL signature of VO2þ and VOþ defects, being inserted with substrate-
dependent concentrations due to the oxygen-poor preparation of the Cu2O films.
Despite the strong VO signature in PL, all Cu2O samples show p-type conduc-
tance behavior in STM spectroscopy, indicating an abundance of Cu defects in
the lattice. The fact that O vacancies still govern the thin-film PL is explained by a
more efficient recombination via VO- than Vcu-emission channels, as the latter
requires exciton formation first. Herein, the high sensitivity of low-temperature
PL to probe the defect landscape of dielectrics, being neither reached by pho-
toelectron spectroscopy nor scanning probe techniques is demonstrated.
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variability. High-quality floating-zone crystals, for example,
exhibit dominant VCu� luminescence, in line with the high den-
sity of Cu defects expected for a p-type material.[11,15] Natural
crystals, in contrast, do not show VCu� emission, although p-type
conductivity has been reported also in this case.[11,16] Moreover,
the PL spectra of powder materials often comprise both VO and
VCu peaks, suggesting insufficient annihilation of majority and
minority defects in the lattice.[17–20] The free-exciton PL, on the
other hand, is hardly detected in granular samples, as their low
crystallinity collides with the long exciton lifetimes. In general,
Cu2O stoichiometry retrieval solely based on the Cu and O defect
emission is challenging, as the underlying channels follow dif-
ferent excitation and recombination schemes and have different
time and temperature dependencies.[11,15,16] To obtain reliable
insights into composition and defect structure of Cu2O, the PL data
needs to be complemented with other microscopic and spectro-
scopic techniques, providing additional information on the elec-
tronic structure and conductance behavior.[21] We note that a
precise control of the Cu2O stoichiometry and defect landscape
is crucial for optimizing the materials photovoltaic and photocata-
lytic response.[9,22,23]

This study compares the temperature-dependent PL of a Cu2O
natural crystal with the one of Cu2O films of variable thickness,
grown on Au(111) and Pt(111) supports. While our low-energy
electron diffraction (LEED), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS), and scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) measure-
ments indicate similar structural, electronic, and chemical prop-
erties of the examined samples,[24,25] a deviating PL response
suggests rather different defect landscapes. Our paper aims at
correlating the specific PL of bulk and thin-film Cu2O to an abun-
dance of either copper or oxygen defects in the samples. We dis-
cuss whether the dominant VO luminescence in the thin-film
spectra conflicts with a p-type conductance that naturally relies
on Cu-defects,[26] and whether n-type Cu2O can be synthesized
at O-poor conditions.[18,27] Finally, we address why plasmons at
the metal/oxide interface do not contribute to the thin-film PL,
although plasmonic light dominates the STM luminescence
from 5 nm thick Cu2O/Au(111) films.[28]

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Thickness Determination of Cu2O Films

The oxide films explored in this study have been prepared by
high-pressure oxidation of vacuum-deposited Cu/Au(111) and
Cu/Pt(111) layers, as discussed in the Experimental Section. A
first requirement for correlating defect landscape and PL signa-
ture is a precise thickness determination of these films. We note
that XPS cannot be used for this purpose, as the substrate peaks
become invisible already at 10 nm film thickness, well below the
range of interest in our study. We have therefore exploited thin-
film interference techniques to follow the thickness evolution in
subsequent deposition steps (Figure 1a). For this purpose, the
sample reflectivity was probed with a white-light halogen lamp
and normalized against a clean Pt(111) reference, as shown by
the dark-blue line in Figure 1b. The reflectance curve exhibits
a broad minimum at 665 nm, originating from destructive inter-
ference of light reflected from the Cu2O surface and the Cu2O/

Pt(111) interface. The extinction condition is given by 2 ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
εCu2O

p ⋅
d ⋅ cosðθÞ ¼ mλ with εCu2O= 6.7, the permittivity of the oxide
layer,[29] d the film thickness, m= 1/2 the phase factor of the
1st minimum and λ its wavelength. The cosðθÞ term is �1, as
incoming and outgoing beam closely follow the surface normal
in our setup. For a minimum position at 665 nm, the procedure
yields a film thickness of 65 nm.

The blue and cyan curves in Figure 1b depict similar interference
data obtained for two other Cu2O films. Apparently, the intensity
minimum shifts to shorter wavelength, indicative for a decreasing
film thickness. Simultaneously, the curves become asymmetric, as
our white-light source lacks blue and violet components and the low-
wavelength region thus gets suppressed in the spectra. To obtain
approximate minimum positions also in this case, we have fitted
the unperturbed, dark-blue curve with the Granfilm software that
simulates the optical response of particle ensembles and thin films
(Figure 1b, dashed line).[30] The high-wavelength tails of the dis-
torted spectra were now fitted with an identical data set, yet treating
the film thickness as a parameter. By matching the resonance posi-
tion in experiment and simulation, film thicknesses of 57 and
50 nm were obtained for the blue and cyan curve, respectively.
These values are in good agreement with the number of deposition
cycles conducted in our preparations, namely 6, 7, and 8 for the
cyan, blue, and dark-blue curves, respectively. Apparently, each cycle
adds 7–8 nm material to the existing film, which compares to
�10 nm deposited Cu in each step. The discrepancy arises
from Cu losses during oxidation and annealing, either due to
evaporation or, more importantly, due to Cu alloying with the metal
support. We note that 100% of the Cu would segregate into the
Pt and Au crystal without chemical stabilization via oxidation, as
discussed in our earlier work.[31] Interestingly, the thin-film interfer-
ence is strong enough to imprint a unique color change onto the
metallic Pt(111) sample (Figure 1b, inset). After depositing a
�40 nm thick film, the crystal adopts a pink color as only blue
and red components of the incident light are reflected (central
panel). The color changes to blue–green for a 65 nm thick film,
as the yellow–red components are removed from the spectrum
in that case (right panel).
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Figure 1. a) Sketch of the optical approach used in this work. The film
thickness was derived from the 1st interference minimum of white light,
the photoluminescence (PL) was stimulated by 532 nm laser photons.
b) White-light reflectance of differently thick Cu2O/Pt(111) films. The inset
shows photographs of pristine Pt(111) and after depositing 40 nm (mid-
dle) and 65 nm Cu2O (right).
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2.2. Structure, Morphology, and Chemical Composition of
Thin-Film versus Bulk Cu2O

By exploiting the surface-science techniques available in our
setup, we have investigated the lattice structure, chemical com-
position, and surface morphology of thin (111)-oriented Cu2O
films with respect to a (111) crystal. Photoelectron spectroscopy
performed with an Al k-alpha source clearly reveal Cu2O stoichi-
ometry of both sample systems, as shown in the Supporting
Information (SI).[24,25] A quantitative analysis of the Cu 2p versus
O 1s peak discloses a slight Cu deficiency of our films that
becomes relevant later in the discussion. LEED measurements
suggest an identical crystal structure of bulk and thin-film samples
(Figure 2, insets). Both oxides exhibit a hexagonal symmetry with
6.1 Å lattice parameter, in perfect agreement with reported values
for Cu2O(111).

[8] Moreover, (
p
3�p

3)R30° superstructure spots
are detected on their surfaces, being brighter and sharper for the
bulk than the thin-film samples. A similar reconstruction was
reported for (111)-oriented single crystals and films before;[24,32,33]

however, its atomic nature was only unraveled in a recent DFT
study.[34] In this model, every third Cu–O six ring
of the regular (111) surface gets occupied by a Cu4O nano-
pyramid that saturates all oxygen dangling bonds. As a result,
the surface energy is substantially reduced, which makes the
nano-pyramidal reconstruction thermodynamically preferred
over the stoichiometric and any other surface model proposed
for Cu2O(111) so far.

The quality of the different Cu2O surfaces was further assessed
by high-resolution STM measurements (Figure 2). On all three
oxide systems, wide and atomically flat terraces are found, in line
with a perfect crystallinity of the underlying lattices. The terraces
are homogenously covered with a hexagonal ad-pattern of 10.5 Å
periodicity, representing the nano-pyramidal reconstruction dis-
cussed before (Figure 2, insets). Each maximum reflects one
Cu4O nano-pyramid that even develops a distinct shamrock shape

at higher resolution.[24] As already suggested from the LEED data,
the (

p
3�p

3)R30° reconstruction is better ordered on the bulk
crystal, but can be recognized for Au(111)- and Pt(111)-supported
Cu2O films as well. At this point, we have no clue that the lower
quality of the surface reconstruction is responsible for the differ-
ent PL response of oxide films with respect to the bulk crystal, as
detailed later in the text.

We have finally explored the valence electronic structure of
thin-film versus bulk Cu2O, using STM conductance spectros-
copy (Figure 3). All three samples show a comparable spectral
characteristic. A broad region of negligible dI/dV intensity, rep-
resenting the oxide bandgap, gets enclosed by the valence (VB)
and conduction band (CB) onset at 0 and þ2.0 V, respectively.
The corresponding gap size of �2.0 eV is identical for bulk
and thin-film samples, and also in line with respective literature
values.[8] Moreover, the pinning of the VB top to the Fermi level
manifests the p-type nature of Cu2O and points to an abundance
of acceptor-type VCu defects in the oxide matrix.[26,27] The in-gap
dI/dV peak at 0.3–0.5 V, clearly seen in the logarithmic representa-
tion, originates from tunneling into an empty-state pocket at the VB
top. It arises from an upward bending of the surface bands due to
the non-stoichiometric, that is, Cu-deficient nature of the pyramidal
reconstruction, and is detected for all samples.[35]

2.3. Luminescence Spectroscopy of Thin-Film versus Bulk Cu2O

Figure 4 depicts normalized PL spectra of the bulk Cu2O(111)
crystal, being stimulated with 532 nm photons of a NdYag laser
and recorded for 60 s with a charge-coupled-device (CCD) detector.
The optical response comprises three distinct bands at 620, 730,
and 920 nm. The 920 nm peak clearly dominates the emission,
while the low-wavelength maxima need to be multiplied by 20
to be plotted at the same scale. The intensity evolution as a func-
tion of temperature is derived from Gaussian fitting and displayed
for all three peaks in Figure 4b. The high-wavelength peak at

(a)

(1 1)×

( )×

(1 1)×

( )×

(1 1)×

( )×

(b) (c)

√ √ √ √ √ √

Figure 2. Overview and high-resolution STM topographic images of the Cu2O(111) surface of a) a single crystal, b) a 10 nm film grown on Au(111), and
c) a 25 nm film on Pt(111) (150� 150 nm2, UB= 3.5 V, I= 0.1 nA). All surfaces are homogeneously covered with Cu4O nano-pyramids (20� 20 nm2,
UB=�1.7 V, I= 0.1 nA) that give rise to the (

p
3�p

3)R30° reconstruction seen in the LEED measurements (Ekin= 37 eV, insets).
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920 nm exhibits a steady intensity rise, whereas the 730 nm emis-
sion sets in only below 230 K and the 620 nm peak runs through a
broad maximum at 125 K, decreasing again at lower temperature.

The PL signature of Cu2O films on Au(111) and Pt(111) sup-
ports, measured at similar conditions, is plotted in Figure 5.
While the Cu2O/Au(111) film has a height of �10 nm, the
Pt(111)-supported film is �65 nm thick. The mean emission
yield, calculated per nanometer, is however comparable in both
cases and amounts to �100 photons s�1 nm�1 at the peak maxi-
mum. The PL of Au-supported films exhibits an asymmetric shape,
characterized by a sharp onset at 670 nm, a broad maximum at
775 nm, and a slow decay at higher wavelengths. In contrast, the
Cu2O/Pt(111) luminescence is redshifted, with onset and peak
position at 700 and 850 nm, respectively. Surprisingly, both data
sets can be described by two Gaussians of similar position and
width (Figure 5a,b, insets). While a low-wavelength peak at
�750 nm (width 80 nm) governs the Au(111)-derived spectra, a
high-wavelength maximum at �830 nm (width 100 nm) is domi-
nant for the Pt(111)-supported films. The two spectral contributions
show similar temperature dependence, being described by a
gradual blueshift of the peak maximum and a steady intensity rise
when cooling the samples to 100 K (Figure 5d). Panel 5c finally
depicts the evolution of the Cu2O/Pt(111) luminescence as a func-
tion of film thickness. Evidently, the emitted intensity rises monot-
onously with film thickness, as compiled in the inset of panel 5c.
The origin of the surprisingly different PL response of bulk and
thin-film Cu2O samples is addressed in the following section of
our paper.

2.4. Nature of Thin-Film versus Bulk Cu2O Luminescence

We start our discussion with the PL signature of bulk Cu2O that
is well documented in the literature.[8,11,12] The three maxima
observed in Figure 4a are consistently assigned to the radiative
decay of free and bound excitons. The free-exciton emission is
governed by the phonon-assisted decay of ortho-excitons, produc-
ing several sharp peaks centered at 620 nm.[14] At the spectral
resolution of our experiment, the individual phonon replicas
are not resolved, but overlap to a single, asymmetric band. Its
blueshift with decreasing temperature, reflecting the renormal-
ization of the Cu2O bandgap, is however discerned.[36] The
detected temperature evolution of the free-exciton peak also
agrees with the reported behavior (Figure 4b, orange symbols).[11]

With decreasing temperature, the probability for radiative exciton
decay rises, as thermal exciton scission into unbound electrons
and holes becomes unlikely. This trend reverses at�125 K, when
the ortho-excitons switch to non-radiative para-excitons that are
more stable by 12meV.[37]

The peaks at 730 and 920 nm, in contrast, are assigned to
Cu2O excitons trapped at VO2þ and VCu� vacancies, respec-
tively.[11,38] The two point defects introduce gap states localized
below the CB edge (initial state in VO2þ decay) and above the VB
top (final state in VCu� decay), explaining the redshift of the
respective emission peaks. The dominance of the VCu� with
respect to VO2þ emission is in line with the p-type nature of
Cu2O and reflects the thermodynamic preference to insert acceptor-
type Cu vacancies into the lattice.[26] The observed temperature
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Figure 3. STM conductance spectra of a) bulk Cu2O, b) 10 nm Cu2O/Au(111), and c) 25 nm Cu2O/Pt(111) shown on a logarithmic scale. The spectra were
taken at 2.5 V set point bias and a starting current of a) 0.1 nA and b,c) 1 nA. The inset in (b) shows the same spectrum on a linear scale, demonstrating the
low weight of the in-gap conductance with respect to direct tunneling into the oxide bands. The dotted lines mark the onsets of the Cu2O valence band (VB).
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Figure 4. a) PL spectra of the Cu2O bulk crystal. Given the dominance of the 920 nm peak, the spectrum is divided into two wavelength sections with
different y-axis. b) Temperature dependence of the three PL maxima. Given the low intensity of the 620 and 730 nm peaks, their temperature curves have
been multiplied by 20.
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dependence of the 730 and 920 peaks further strengthens our
assignment (Figure 4b, red and brown symbols). While the
VO2þ related channels only opens below 230 K, as electrons
are back-promoted from the defect state to the CB at higher tem-
perature, the final state in the VCu� transition gets blocked by
thermal electrons from the VB at elevated temperature.[11,38]

The coexistence of Cu and O vacancies in the lattice finally indi-
cates incomplete equilibration of the twomain defect types in our
bulk crystal.[39]

Surprisingly, the luminescence of Cu2O(111) thin films seems
incompatible with an exciton-mediated scheme, as neither the
620 nm peak related to free excitons nor the 920 nm peak arising
from exciton trapping at VCu� sites is observed. Moreover, the
new PL band at�800 nm depends on the nature of the substrate,
and redshifts when switching from Au(111) to Pt(111) supports
(Figure 5). An obvious explanation for this behavior would be
stimulation and radiative decay of surface plasmon polaritons
(SPPs) that constitute light-driven collective electronic oscilla-
tions at the metal/oxide interface.[40,41] To test this assumption,
we have evaluated the plasmon dispersion at the Cu2O/Au(111)
interface that follows: k2 ¼ ω

c

� �
2 εcu2o⋅εAu
εcu2oþεAu

(Figure 6a). Here, εCu2O
and εAu are the complex dielectric functions of the involved mate-
rials, k and ω are plasmon wavevector and frequency, and c is the
speed of light.[42] At the detected PL maximum of Cu2O/Au(111)
(775 nm, Figure 5a), the plasmon wavevector calculates to kSPP
= 0.7�108 m�1, which compares to a corresponding free-photon

wavevector of kPh= 0.22�108 m�1. This well-known wavevector
mismatch of Δk= 0.48�108 m�1 prohibits excitation and radia-
tive decay of metal–oxide interface plasmons, unless it gets com-
pensated by an auxiliary wavevector due to an optical grating or
interface roughness.[43] Our STM data of supported Cu2O films
shows however no indication for the requested periodicity (2π/
Δk� 130 nm) and height corrugation (70 nm� 10% of the pho-
ton wavelength) of such a grating (Figure 2b,c). Moreover, the
detected temperature dependence of the thin-film PL cannot
be reconciled with a plasmon-mediated emission mechanism.
As similar conclusions also apply for Pt-supported films, we
exclude that SPPs activated by interface roughness are responsi-
ble for the observed PL from Cu2O thin films.

Conversely, PL bands in the 700–800 nm range were fre-
quently reported in the literature for Cu2O films, powders,
and nanostructures.[17,44] For example, Cu2O films electrodepos-
ited on ITO showed two distinct PL maxima at 775 and 885 nm,
although no emission from free excitons and VCu� defects was
detected.[18] Also, Cu2O layers grown by magnetron sputtering
revealed a distinct PL doublet at around 800 nm, again with little
intensity in the wavelength region of the oxide excitons.[29] A cor-
relation between the 800 nm emission and the presence of O
defects in the oxide lattice was first proposed by Zouaghi,[16]

and verified later by several control experiments. For example,
while Cu2O single crystals grown in a floating-zone scheme in
air exhibit a strong 920 nm PL due to VCu� defects, only the
730 nm peak is detected for crystals grown in Ar atmosphere.[11]
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Figure 5. Normalized PL spectra taken with a 532 nm NdYag laser on a) 10 nm Cu2O/Au(111) and b) 65 nm Cu2O/Pt(111) films at different temper-
atures. c) Thickness-dependent PL data for Cu2O/Pt(111) films acquired at 100 K. The evolution of the integral emission intensity is plotted in the inset.
d) Peak position and intensity of the two emission contributions that are required to fit the thin-film PL data, as shown in the insets of panels (a) and (b).
Blue and orange symbols are for the short- and long-wavelength components, and open and closed symbols denote data for the Pt and Au support,
respectively.
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Similarly, a strong VO2þ peak emerges in nitrogen-doped Cu2O
samples, as the insertion of substitutional NO is accompanied by
the formation of oxygen defects.[20] Theoretically, the VO2þ emis-
sion from Cu2O has been connected to an empty-state resonance
at 1.53 eV above the VB edge that extends over the four Cu atoms
adjacent to the vacancy.[45] The resonance downshifts to 1.45 eV
if one electron remains in the defect and a VOþ complex is
formed. According to HSE calculations, the VO2þ defect becomes
particularly stable if the Fermi level of Cu2O locates directly at the
VB top, while any EF shift into the bandgap promotes generation
of singly charged VOþ defects. On this basis, we assign the
unique emission doublet from our Cu2O films to the PL finger-
print of O vacancies, whereby low- and high-wavelength compo-
nents relate to double-charged (VO2þ) and single-charged (VOþ)
defects in the lattice, respectively.

2.5. Origin of the VO Luminescence in Thin Films

The detection of two strong VO-related PL peaks comes not unex-
pected in our experiments, as the Cu2O preparation scheme is
designed to be suitable for a vacuum UHV environment.
Although an O2 pressure as high as 50 mbar is used for initial
Cu oxidation, the subsequent post-annealing step is performed
in 10�4 mbar O2 at 600 K, thus at reduced oxygen chemical
potential (μO2). We realized already in preceding studies that
μO2 is the most sensitive parameter for oxide formation and
insufficient availability of oxygen triggers Cu alloying with the
support rather than oxidation to Cu2O.

[31]

First insights into stoichiometry deviations between bulk and
thin-film Cu2O might be derived directly from the ratio of VCu

versus VO luminescence peaks. However, no Cu-vacancy emis-
sion was detected from our Au(111)- and Pt(111)-supported
films, and the PL response of a dielectric material is actually a
poor indicator for its defect landscape. Three reasons must be
considered in the case of Cu2O.

[15,46] 1) Defect luminescence
in Cu2O follows entirely different recombination pathways.
The VO emission is triggered by hot electrons generated upon

optical stimulation. Due to short-carrier lifetimes in Cu2O, the
decay process occurs on very short time scales (4 ps at low tem-
perature) and is therefore insensitive to competing non-radiative
decay channels.[15] The VCu emission, in contrast, gets initiated
by the trapping of free excitons at Cu defects. The associated
decay times are at least one order of magnitude longer than those
of the VO luminescence, reflecting the long lifetime of the dipole-
forbidden Cu2O excitons. Given this excitation asymmetry, the
thin-film luminescence is primarily governed by O defects that
enable fast and effective decay upon optical stimulation, while
the VCu emission relies on long-lived excitons, making it suscep-
tible to structural disorder and non-radiative decay channels.
2) Each defect channel in Cu2O comes with its own temperature
dependence, which favors VCu emission at high but VO emission
at low temperature. And, 3) especially the VCu luminescence
involves multi-phonon emission with large Huang–Rhys factors,
lowering the emission yield. All three factors prohibit quantita-
tive insights into Vcu versus VO concentrations alone from the
intensity ratio of the respective PL peaks.

In a second approach, we have therefore performed XPS
measurements on Cu2O/Au(111), Cu2O/Pt(111) and the bulk
crystal to analyze the defect characteristics of the respective lat-
tices (see Figure S1, Supporting Information). To estimate the
overall oxide stoichiometry, we have divided the peak areas of
Cu 2p3/2 (935 eV) and O 1s (530.5 eV) core levels after correcting
them for their atomic sensitivity factors. We found a generally
higher Cu deficiency in the oxide films as compared to the bulk
crystal, in conflict with our expectations. However, these findings
do not imply a lower concentration of O vacancies in the films, as
charge transfer between support and interfacial O atoms and
small CuO inclusions also contribute to the detected Cu defi-
ciency. Among the two films, the Au(111)-supported one has
lower Cu content than its Pt counterpart, which becomes relevant
when discussing details of the PL spectra later in this chapter.
The observed Cu deficiency of both thin-film and bulk Cu2O
emphasizes the robust p-type nature of cuprous oxide. It is also
in line with the STM conductance data presented in Figure 3,
where an EF position at the VB top and the presence of an
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Figure 6. a) Dispersion relation of Cu2O/Au(111) (blue curve) and Cu2O/Pt(111) (dark-blue curve) interface plasmons in addition to the Cu2O light line.
The pronounced wavevector mismatch should be balanced by interface roughness, in conflict with the flat film morphology found in the STM images
(Figure 2). b) Temperature dependence of the 730 nm peak area from bulk Cu2O and the integrated PL intensity from the thin films.
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empty-state VB pocket provide clear evidence for the p-type char-
acter of all three samples. In other words, a strong VO lumines-
cence combined with missing VCu emission is by no means a
proof for an n-type nature of a Cu2O sample, although similar
conclusions have been made in the literature.[18] The predomi-
nant VO signal only points to a different balance between
defect-mediated and non-radiative decay channels in our sup-
ported films compared to the bulk Cu2O crystal that is of higher
structural quality. We note that in line with the present study, the
suppression of free-exciton and VCu luminescence is a common
observation for Cu2O powders and thin films and frequently
reported in the literature.[17,18,29,44]

Particularly interesting in our work is the dominance of the
830 over the 750 nm PL peak for Pt(111)-supported Cu2O films,
whereas the intensity ratio reverses for the Au(111) support. As
discussed before, the two maxima arise from radiative electron
decay via single-charged (VOþ) and double-charged (VO2þ) oxy-
gen vacancies that develop different defect states in the oxide
bandgap.[45] Their charge state is actually controlled by a low-
lying state that is in resonance with the oxide VB. While in
the VO2þ complex, the two electrons left behind by a neutral
desorbing O atom are annihilated by two holes from the p-type
oxide, and one electron remains trapped in the VOþ complex. The
thermodynamic stability of VO2þ with respect to VOþ defects is
therefore governed by the hole concentration in the oxide, hence
by the oxide Fermi level. For EF positions directly at the VB top
(high hole density), formation of VOþ defects is unfavorable with
respect to VO2þ complexes, while more VOþ defects develop for
EF positions inside the bandgap.

With this information, the different defect landscapes in
Au(111)- and Pt(111)-supported Cu2O films can be explained.
Oxide growth on Au(111) intrinsically results in high Cu defi-
ciency, which arises from the strong incentive of copper–gold
alloy formation due to similar structural, electronic, and chemi-
cal properties of both metals.[47] The Au(111) surface thus acts as
a sink for deposited copper, making interfacial mixing and oxide
formation two highly competitive channels. Conversely, Pt shows
a lower tendency for alloy formation and some unreacted Cu
always accumulates at the Pt(111)–Cu2O interface, serving as
Cu source during film growth.[31] As a consequence, the
Au(111)-supported films typically show higher Cu deficiency,
yet better p-type conductivity and lower EF position than their
Pt(111) counterparts. This gets reflected in a stronger VO2þ than
VOþ emission from Cu2O/Au(111) films, while the ratio inverts
for Cu2O/Pt(111) in good agreement with our data. Being aware
of intrinsic uncertainties in STM conductance spectroscopy, this
conclusion is also supported by the dI/dV spectra presented in
Figure 3. While the energy separation between VB top and EF
is �0.1 eV for Cu2O/Au(111), it increases to 0.2 eV for Cu2O/
Pt(111), making the latter system less Cu deficient, hence more
susceptible to VOþ formation.

Our final paragraph addresses the temperature evolution of
the VO peak intensities in bulk and thin-film Cu2O, as displayed
in Figure 6b. Although the two curves follow a similar behavior,
they do not coincide. While the emission onset is at 230 K for the
bulk crystal, it upshifts to 270 K for the thin films. We suggest a
physical origin of the discrepancy, although a systematic error
due to the lower thermal conductivity of bulk oxides with respect
to metallic samples cannot be excluded. The temperature

dependence of PL is generally governed by the competition of
radiative and non-radiative decay channels, such as phonon or
thermal electron excitations. It now appears plausible that this
interplay is different for bulk and thin-film oxides, whereby devi-
ations may arise from phonon softening, as found in MgO and
CaO films,[48,49] or strain-induced weakening of the dipole selec-
tion rules in the Cu2O films. Although a detailed analysis of the
phenomenon is beyond the scope of this paper, it might warrant
a closer inspection in future.

3. Conclusions

PL measurements have been performed on bulk and thin-film
Cu2O samples over a wide temperature range. While the lumi-
nescence of bulk Cu2O is governed by the radiative decay of free
excitons and excitons trapped at Cu and O vacancies, only the VO-
mediated emission channel prevails in Cu2O films. The unique
PL signatures of bulk and thin-film oxides have been connected
to their different defect landscapes. Although Cu defects are
abundant in both systems, as concluded from their robust p-type
conduction behavior, the oxide films exhibit a larger VO concen-
tration due to their vacuum-compatible preparation scheme that
includes a final annealing step in 10�4 mbar O2. In addition, the
VO-mediated emission channel is less sensitive to structural dis-
order, favoring this recombination pathway in the thin films.
Also, the metal substrate used for oxide growth affects the defect
landscape and Au(111)-supported films have higher Cu defi-
ciency (more VO2þ complexes) than their Pt(111)-grown counter-
parts (more VOþ complexes). Future experiments shall clarify
whether the distinct VO emission can be recorded also locally
by STM luminescence spectroscopy.[28] This would open a path-
way to probe individual O defects, that is, the local O deficiency in
the Cu2O surface, directly in a spatially resolved experiment.

4. Experimental Section
The experiments were performed in an ultrahigh vacuum chamber

(p� 2�10�10 mbar) equipped with standard surface–science tools for
sample cleaning (Arþ sputtering, annealing), thin-film preparation
(high-pressure oxidation, physical vapor deposition), and analysis (XPS,
LEED, LN2-cooled STM). An attached optical setup enabled in situ PL
and white-light reflectivity measurements in a temperature range of
100–300 K, performed with a NdYag laser (20mW power) and a halogen
lamp, respectively. PL data at temperatures down to 10 K could bemeasured
in an external He-cooled cryostat. As the Cu2O films underwent irreversible
changes of their interface and surface morphology during air transfer, low-
temperature data were only acquired from the bulk crystal. In either case, the
optical response was detected with a LN2-cooled, single-line CCD detector
attached to a grating spectrograph with 150 lines mm�1.

Cuprous oxide films of arbitrarily thickness were prepared in a three-
step procedure:[24] 1) physical vapor deposition of 10 nm metallic Cu
(purity 99.9%) either onto Au(111) or Pt(111) surfaces, cleaned by sput-
tering and annealing before; 2) oxidation in a designated high-pressure cell
at 50mbar O2 and 450 K; 3) low-pressure annealing in front of a pin-hole
doser (pO2= 10�4 mbar) at 600 K to stimulate film crystallization. The pro-
cedure was repeated until the desired film thickness between 10 and
65 nm was reached. The Au(111) and Pt(111) substrates were selected
for oxide growth, as their (2� 2) surface cells closely matched the lattice
parameter of bulk Cu2O(111), resulting in smooth metal–oxide interfaces.
The Cu2O(111) bulk crystal, purchased from Surface Preparation
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Laboratory, was prepared by Arþ sputtering and vacuum-annealing at
800 K until a sharp LEED pattern was detected.[25]

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from
the author.
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